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In the latter years of Queen Mary’s short and turbulent reign in the mid-sixteenth
century, England was still on the cusp of acquiring the reputation as a great sea faring
nation that would come in the Elizabethan era. Into the hotbed of religious and political
turmoil that was England at this time came a Venetian expert in the art and science of
navigation. How he came to be in London and for what reason he produced this work,
we are not sure.What we do know however, is that he created a visually stunning and
technically brilliant navigation manual of which we believe this to be the only version in
existence. Not a copy or translation of the printed works of Medina or Cortes, this is a
stand alone work that in many respects outshines these contemporaries.
A fascinating insight into the perspective of the physical world at that time, the
manuscript has been analysed and a commentary produced in both English and Italian, by
Richard Pflederer, Fellow of the RGS-IBG, and a worldwide authority on portolan charts
and navigational science. Produced in full colour, this reproduction is a ‘must-have’ for
anyone interested in the study of navigational history or simply for the lay person as a
beautifully produced window into times past.
As Francis Herbert, former Curator of Maps at the RGS-IBG and under whose aegis this
facsimile was created, comments; ‘a long way from one handwritten work of 1557, to a
scanned copy available to all in 2007’.
The book is available in hardback at £58.00 each or softback for £38.00.
For further information please contact Peter Repp on 07774 641333
or peter.repp@rediscoverybooks.com
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